
Efficiency From Recruiting Through Hire
Finding the right candidate in today’s market can be harder than ever.  
Sorting through and scoring candidates from a multitude of sources can 
be overwhelming. SilkRoad Recruiting will help you automate and brand 
your entire recruiting management process with ease, allowing you to 
hire better people while saving you money. SilkRoad Recruiting assists 
recruiters, hiring managers and human resource professionals with core 
recruiting activities that improve their organization’s bottom line.

Once you have selected the right candidate, HireRight can help you 
complete the hiring process with fast, efficient, and flexible employment 
background checks ordered directly from SilkRoad Recruiting.  This 
streamlined hiring solution enables process efficiency for recruiting and 
screening candidates. Once your background check order is submitted, 
results begin appearing immediately without ever leaving SilkRoad 
Recruiting. For those instances where you need to make a hiring 
decision prior to receiving the completed report, real-time updates are 
provided that allow you to instantly view results from each individual 
search (including package searches) as it is completed. 

SilkRoad Recruiting and HireRight
HireRight is the exclusive premier partner 

of SilkRoad technology and is the only 

partner to offer a pre-integrated solution to 

SilkRoad customers.  Through the integration 

with SilkRoad Recruiting, ordering a quality 

background check or drug test is just a few 

clicks away-and once the order is submitted, 

results begin appearing immediately without 

ever exiting the SilkRoad solution.

Combined Benefits of  
HireRight and SilkRoad Recruiting:
•  The integration of the two solutions allows 

SilkRoad Recruiting to act as a single source 

for all candidate screening information

•  Realize efficiency gains by collecting only 

required data, avoiding duplicate data entry, 

and reducing errors

•  Access real-time status updates and track 

any changes by candidate without leaving the 

SilkRoad solution

•  Keep sensitive data protected and secure
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SilkRoad Recruiting

SilkRoad Recruiting is more than an applicant tracking 
system, it’s a complete recruiting management system 
giving you the ability to centralize your recruiting process 
while saving time and reducing costs. With it your 
organization can:

•  Hire the best people quickly 
•  Cast a wider net of candidates, including passive job 

seekers with unique social media capabilities
•  Increase the number of qualified candidates 
•  Reduce recruiting and staffing costs 
•  Improve retention 
•  Easily and efficiently manage the massive influx of 

resumes and data from multiple sources 
•  Brand your recruitment efforts to reflect your culture 

and organization

HireRight

HireRight is a leading provider of global employment 
background checks, drug and health tests and 
electronic Form I-9/e-Verify solutions that help 
organizations efficiently implement, manage and 
control screening programs.

•  SilkRoad preferred provider of employment 
background checks

•  More than 135 integrated customers with SilkRoad
•  Largest provider focused 100% on employment 

screening
•  Concurrent and automated processing
•  Real-time results delivery
•  Highly configurable platform
•  100 products and services
•  200 countries and territories
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SilkRoad preferred provider of employment
background checks
More than 180 integrated customers with SilkRoad
Largers provider focused 100% on employment  
screening
Concurrent and automated processing
Real-time results delivery
Highly configurable platform
More than 150 products and services
More than 240 countries and territories

Hire the best people quickly
Cast a wider net of candidates, including passive job 
seekers with unique social media capabilities
Increase the number of qualified candidates
Reduce recruiting and staffing costs
Improve retention
Easily and efficiently manage the massive influx of 
resumes and data from multiple sources
Brand your recruitment efforts to reflect your culture 
and organization


